Abstract: It is shown that some Kekuléan fluoranthenes are diradicals and that their ground state is a triplet. In the energetically less favorable singlet state, these hydrocarbons also exhibit pronounced diradical character. The diradical character y of the compounds under investigation was estimated using the unrestricted symmetry-broken (yPUHF) and complete active space (yNOON) methods. It was found that the yPUHF values better reproduce the diradical character of the investigated hydrocarbons. It was shown that singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) and SOMO-1 of a diradical structure occupy different parts of space with a small shared region, resulting in a spin density distribution over the entire molecule. The spatial diradical distribution in the singlet diradical structures was examined by inspecting the HOMOs and LUMOs for α and β spin electrons. It was shown that the α-HOMO and the β-LUMO (as well as the β-HOMO and the α-LUMO) occupy practically the same part of space. In this way, there are no unpaired electrons in a singlet diradical structure, yet two of them occupy different parts of space, thus allowing the π-electrons to delocalize.
INTRODUCTION
Density functional theory calculations of large systems sometimes produce energetically quasi-degenerate orbitals that cause a static correlation effect. Although computationally demanding, the complete active space (CAS) method is a straightforward way to include a correction of the static correlation. One of the alternatives to decrease the computational costs is the unrestricted symmetry-broken method, which allows a spin-symmetry breaking and approximates the static correlation correction by splitting α and β electrons into two different orbitals. In 1242 MARKOVIĆ et al. the symmetry-broken method, a singlet spin state with strong static correlation is expressed as a singlet diradical.
A singlet diradical can be defined as a molecular species that has all electrons paired, but a pair of these electrons occupies different parts of space with a small shared region. The ground state of such species is a singlet, yet they exhibit diradical character. On the other hand, a pure diradical is a molecular species with two electrons occupying two degenerate, or nearly degenerate, molecular orbitals. We are interested in the usual case when this diradical is in a triplet ground state. In this paper, we are concerned with Kekuléan diradical hydrocarbons, i.e., hydrocarbons for which at least one Kekulé structural formula can be written.
The electronic structure of singlet diradicals with Kekulé structures has attracted much attention. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Experimental and theoretical methods were used to investigate the diradical character of Chichibabin's hydrocarbon, 1 substituted fluoranthenes, 3 linear polyacenes, 4, 7, 9, 14 phenalenyl-based hydrocarbons, 5, 6, 8, [11] [12] [13] and zethrenes. 10 On the other hand, the question whether Kekuléan system can exist in a triplet ground state has been less thoroughly examined. An assumption that a sufficiently small HOMO-LUMO gap should allow the promotion of an electron to produce a diradical resulted in cyclohepta[def]fluorene 15 and nonacene and higher linear polyacenes [16] [17] [18] being proposed as possible representatives of triplet Kekuléan hydrocarbons. However, cyclohepta[def]fluorene has never been synthesized. In addition, Bendikov et al. showed that the RB3LYP wave function becomes unstable for polyacenes as small as hexacene, and all higher polyacenes, 4 implying that the calculated energies for singlet states are unrealistically high. They performed reoptimization applying the unrestricted symmetry--broken method and showed that higher polyacenes exist in a singlet state with a large amount of diradical character. In agreement with the findings of Bendikov et al., high level ab initio calculations showed that the ground state of linear polyacenes is a singlet for all chain lengths from naphthalene to dodecacene. 9 Furthermore, the assumptions that anthracene-2,3-dimethylene, 19 20 as well as pleiadene and benzopleiadene [21] [22] [23] [24] are triplet Kekuléan hydrocarbons have never been confirmed.
The only Kekuléan hydrocarbon the triplet state of which has been confirmed experimentally is 2,2-dimethyl-2H-dibenzo[cd,k]fluoranthene (6 in Fig.  1) . 3, 25 The compound was generated photochemically and examined spectroscopically in a cryogenic matrix and in solution using nanosecond laser flash photolysis. On the basis of spectroscopic measurements, trapping experiments and DFT calculations, the singlet-triplet gap of 6 was estimated to be 3.3-5.4 kJ/mol in favor of the triplet. It is worth mentioning that the DFT calculation was actually performed on a relative of 6 (the compound in which -for the sake of computational feasibility -the methyl groups of 6 were replaced with H atoms).
In a series of recent papers, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] we studied various π-electron properties of fluoranthenes were studied including also their Kekulé structures. 33, 34 Based on the observations made in, 33,34 some triplet-ground-state Kekuléan fluoranthenes were recognized. 35 Fluoranthenes are polycyclic conjugated hydrocarbons consisting of two benzenoid units joined through a five-membered ring. 26 Interest in nonalternant polycyclic compounds of this kind has recently greatly increased, after the discovery that these compounds are formed from benzenoid hydrocarbons in flash vacuum pyrolysis experiments. 36, 37 As fluoranthenes are Kekuléan hydrocarbons, one would expect a singlet ground state for them. Surprisingly, DFT calculations revealed that some fluoranthenes are diradicals, implying that their triplet ground state is energetically more favorable in comparison to the singlet state. In addition, their singlet ground state possesses a significant amount of diradical character. This phenomenon was explained by the tendency of the investigated molecules to delocalize their π-electrons. This leads to aromatic stabilization, which is stronger than the destabilization caused by the unpaired electrons.
In this work, some additional fluoranthene diradicals are reported. The triplet hydrocarbon 6 and the well-defined singlet fluorantheno [8,9-b] triphenylene (7 in Fig. 1 ) were included in the investigation. The diradical character of the fluoranthenes under investigation is discussed in detail.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
All calculations were performed with the Gaussian 03W, version 6.1, program package, 38 at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory. 39, 40 The frequency calculations showed that the examined structures have no imaginary vibrational frequencies. The hydrocarbons were calculated in their singlet and triplet states using the restricted and unrestricted schemes for closed-shell and open-shell calculations, respectively.
The singlet diradical character of the investigated hydrocarbons was estimated using two approaches. In the first approach, a CASSCF(6,6) method in the RB3LYP/6-311G(d,p) optimized geometry was used. The diradical index yNOON was determined according to the NOON (natural orbital occupation number) analysis, 41 i.e., based on the occupation number (n) of the LUMO, resulting from the CAS calculation. In the second approach, a symmetrybroken UB3LYP/6-311G(d,p) method along with geometry optimization was applied. The diradical index yPUHF, related to the HOMO and LUMO for singlet states, is defined by the weight of the doubly-excited configuration in the multi-configurational MC-SCF theory, and is formally expressed in the case of the spin-projected UHF (PUHF) theory as: 10,42,43
where T is the orbital overlap between the corresponding orbital pairs, and can be calculated using the occupation numbers of UHF natural orbitals: The applicability of both approaches was tested based on the results for singlet fluoranthene 7 and compound 6, the triplet state of which has been confirmed experimentally. 3, 25 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION The optimized geometries of the investigated fluoranthenes are presented in Fig. 1 . The molecules 4 and 7 are planar, whereas in 6 only the two methyl groups deviate from planarity. The other investigated molecules afford non-planar geometries, due to the repulsion of the hydrogen atoms located on the opposite sides of the bays. The results of this research are summarized in Table I . As expected, the application of the symmetry-broken method to the triplet 6 led to a negative singlet-triplet gap, whereby the calculated value perfectly matched the experimental estimation. In the case of 7, the singlet-triplet gap was positive. In addition, there was no energy lowering (ΔE OS-CS = 0.0 kJ/mol) or invoked structural changes, in comparison to the closed-shell calculation. These findings are in harmony with the fact that 7 is a singlet Kekuléan hydrocarbon. All these facts confirm the applicability of the unrestricted symmetry-broken method to the hydrocarbons under investigation. According to the values for ΔET-OS and ΔEOS-CS in Table I , hydrocarbons 1-6 are pure diradicals, the less favorable TRIPLET FLUORANTHENES 1245 singlet states of which are best described by the unrestricted symmetry-broken method, and show pronounced diradical character. The diradical character of the investigated compounds is numerically expressed by means of the yNOON and yPUHF values (Table I) . It is worth pointing out that both approaches assume that the diradical index ranges from 0 % for the closed-shell state to 100 % for the pure diradical state. Taking into account that 1-6 are pure diradicals, the yNOON values are relatively low. In addition, the value for the singlet hydrocarbon 7 (8 %) is identical to that for the triplet fluoranthene 4. On the other hand, the yPUHF value for 7 (6 %) is negligible in comparison to the significantly higher yPUHF values for triplet hydrocarbons. In addition, the orbital overlap T decreases with increasing diradical character. It turns out that, in spite of the simplicity of the scheme using theunrestricted natural orbitals (UNOs), it successfully reproduces the diradical character of the investigated molecules.
The unpaired electrons reside in the delocalized singly occupied molecular orbitals (SOMOs) of each diradical. As an illustration, the SOMO, SOMO-1, and spin density map for triplet 1 (1T) are presented in Fig. 2 . The SOMO and SOMO-1 are almost degenerate (-0.173 and -0.182 eV). Obviously, SOMO and SOMO-1 occupy different parts of space with a small shared region, resulting in a spin density distribution over the entire molecule.
The spatial diradical distribution in the singlet diradical structures was examined by inspecting the HOMOs and LUMOs for the α and β spin electrons. The frontier orbitals for the α and β spin electrons of triplet 1 and singlet 7, calculated using the unrestricted symmetry-broken method (1OS and 7OS), are depicted in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively. A remarkable feature of Fig. 3 is that the α-HOMO and β-LUMO of 1OS occupy practically the same part of space, involving approximately 0.51+0.49 electrons. The same situation was found in the case of the β- -HOMO and α-LUMO. In this way, there are no unpaired electrons in 1OS, yet two of them occupy different parts of space, thus allowing the π-electrons to delocalize. The situation is quite different in 7OS (Fig. 4) . Here, the α-HOMO and β-HOMO, as well as the α-LUMO and β-LUMO, are of almost identical shapes. Thus, the HOMO and LUMO are occupied with 1.71 and 0.29 electrons, respectively. In addition, there is a noticeable shared region between the HOMO and LUMO, which is in agreement with the high T value for 7 (Table I ). The frontier orbitals for the α and β spin electrons clearly reflect the triplet and singlet nature of the compounds 1 and 7. 
CONCLUSIONS
The unrestricted symmetry-broken method was applied to the triplet 2,2-dimethyl-2H-dibenzo[cd,k]fluoranthene (6) and the singlet fluorantheno [8,9-b] triphenylene (7) . The excellent agreement with the experimental results confirms the applicability of the symmetry-broken method to the Kekuléan fluoranthenes 1-5. The triplet ground state of 1-6 was confirmed by the negative singlet-triplet gap values. These compounds tend to delocalize their π-electrons and thus they take up diradical structures. Even in the singlet state, these Kekuléan hydro-carbons show a pronounced diradical character, and their structures are best presented with those of singlet diradicals. Such structures provide a possibility for an electron pair to occupy different parts of space and allows for the achievement of aromatic stabilization. The diradical index y NOON is not in good agreement with the diradical character of the investigated molecules. On the other hand, y PUHF successfully reproduces the diradical character of the investigated molecules. Показано је да су неки флуорантени дирадикали, тј. да је њихово основно стање три-плетно. И у енергетски неповољнијем синглетном стању ови угљоводоници показују изразит дирадикалски карактер. Дирадикалски карактер испитиваних једињења процењен је помоћу unrestricted symmetry-broken (y PUHF ) и complete active space (y NOON ) метода. Нађено је да y PUHF вредности успешније репродукују дирадикалски карактер испитиваних угљоводоника. Пока-зано је да SOMO и SOMO-1 орбитале за дирадикалску структуру заузимају различите делове простора са малом заједничком регијом, што резултира расподелом спинске густине преко целог молекула. Просторна дирадикалска расподела у синглетно-дирадикалским структура-ма је испитана на основу облика HOMO и LUMO орбитала за електроне α и β спина. По-казано је да α-HOMO и β-LUMO (као и β-HOMO и α-LUMO) заузимају практично исти део простора. На овај начин, у синглетном дирадикалу нема неспарених електрона, али два елек-трона ипак заузимају различите делове простора, што омогућава делокализацију π-електрона. 
